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ABSTRACT
Literary reading is an important activity for individuals and
choosing to read a book can be a long time commitment,
making book choice an important task for book lovers and
public library users. In this paper we present an hybrid rec-
ommendation system to help readers decide which book to
read next. We study book and author recommendation in
an hybrid recommendation setting and test our approach
in the LitRec data set. Our hybrid book recommendation
approach purposed combines two item-based collaborative
filtering algorithms to predict books and authors that the
user will like. Author predictions are expanded in to a book
list that is subsequently aggregated with the former list gen-
erated through the initial collaborative recommender. Fi-
nally, the resulting book list is used to yield the top-n book
recommendations. By means of various experiments, we
demonstrate that author recommendation can improve over-
all book recommendation.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
filtering; H.3.7 [Digital Libraries]: System issues
General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation
Keywords
Hybrid Recommender, Book Recommendation, Author Rec-
ommendation
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1. INTRODUCTION
Literary reading is an important activity for individuals.
Public libraries make it possible to exercise this activity for
free, by letting users borrow books for one or two weeks. In
this context, choosing the right book to borrow becomes an
important task, because it can save the reader unnecessary
trips to the library to pick new books.
On-line recommendation systems have proved to be very
useful helping, users through the suggestion of items that
satisfy user needs or preferences. Good recommendations
in a public library could improve reader’s usability of the
library. Libraries have limited shelf space, but still have
enough books to make book selection difficult and time con-
suming. However, the number of books and users is not
enough to successfully use the traditional collaborative tech-
niques that rely on large amounts of data to detect patterns.
Public library users have a limited number of books that can
be borrowed each time they visit the library. In Portugal,
most libraries set a limit of five books for a two week period.
In this context, it is important that the top five recommen-
dations have books preferred by the user.
This research work aims to (i) assess whether item-based
collaborative filtering (ICF) can be used to make good rec-
ommendations in an a public library, and (ii) assess whether
selecting books by author preferences can improve recom-
mendations (a survey posted on Goodreads1 revealed that
78% of the respondents choose the next book to read with
basis on authorship).
In this paper, we purpose a weighted hybrid approach to
recommend literary books, that can be used in the context
of public libraries. Our approach combines two ICF algo-
rithms to improve recommendations, where one recommends
books (ICFB) and the other recommends authors (ICFA).
Authors are used to improve the book top-n recommenda-
tions through a fusion approach.
2. BACKGROUND
In this section we briefly explain and classify recommen-
dation systems. We also describe the score aggregation func-
1http://www.goodreads.com is a social network for book
readers.
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tions used in our approach.
2.1 Collaborative filtering
Collaborative filtering is a technique used in recommen-
dation where information is filtered using multiple sources.
Literature on recommendation systems [1] distinguishes be-
tween two main types of collaborative filters, namely user-
based (UCF) and item-based (ICF).
UCF tries two find like-minded users to produce recom-
mendations. Generally, this type of algorithms have poorer
performance than ICF algorithms [7].
ICF, popularized by Amazon.com, searches for commonal-
ities between items to make recommendations. Traditional
ICF systems represent items as an N-dimensional vector of
users, where N is the number of users in the system. Each
position of the vector contains the rating given by the user
to the item. The algorithm computes an item similarity
matrix, using an appropriate similarity function. The most
common function used in these algorithms is the cosine sim-
ilarity [7]. Finally, items similar to user preferred items are
aggregated and ranked to generate recommendations.
2.2 Aggregation functions
To aggregate the items in ICF algorithms, several func-
tions have been proposed. In this work we used the Re-
ciprocal Rank Fusion (RRF) [4] and Collaborative Filtering
Preference Aggregation (CFPA) [2] to combine items recom-
mended by two different ICF algorithms.
The RRF combines document rankings from multiple ranked
lists. RRF sorts the documents according to a naive scoring
formula. Given a set D of documents and a set of rankings
R, we compute the RRF score as shown in Equation 1.
RRFscore(d ∈ D) =
∑
r∈R
1
60 + r(d)
(1)
The CFPA weights document similarity with the user rating
for the document. Given a set D of documents, a user u,
and a set S of similarities, we compute CFPA score for a
given user as shown in equation 2.
CFPAscore(u) =
∑
i
R(u, di)× ~di (2)
In the formula, R(u, di) is the rating that user u gave to
document di and ~di is a column of the document similarity
matrix.
Two combine the output of the two ICF algorithms we
used the Weighted Arithmetic Mean (WAM) [2], as show in
equation 3.
WAMscore(u) =
α ICFA+ (1− α) ICFB
2
(3)
2.3 Hybrid recommendation systems
In addition to collaborative filtering techniques, recom-
mendation system can also be content-, demographic-, and/or
knowledge-based [3]. These techniques can be combined in
a unique hybrid system. Hybrid systems combine two or
more algorithms to improve recommendations, overcoming
limitations of individual algorithms. According to the clas-
sification given in [3], in this work we will use a weighted
system characterized by combining numerically the score of
different recommendation components.
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Figure 1: Hybrid book recommender algorithm.
2.4 Book and author recommenders
There are countless book recommendation sites that can
be found on the Internet. Of these, we highlight: gnooks2
(can recommend books and authors. gnooks includes a “lit-
erature map” that graphically shows authors read together);
Similar authors3 (shows lists of authors similar to the au-
thor given user); BookLamp4 (defines the“book DNA”where
author information is included and is used to find similar
books). In [5], the author investigates the effectiveness of au-
thor rankings in a library catalog to improve book retrieval.
However, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
attempting to improve book recommenders through author
recommendation.
3. MEAN RECIPROCAL RANK
To evaluate our approach we used the mean reciprocal
rank (MRR). The MRR is a statistic used to evaluate the
quality of top-n lists generated by retrieval processes. The
MRR measures how far from the top appears the first good
document and can be defined by Equation 4, where pi is the
position in the top of the first good document.
MRR =
number of hits∑
i=1
1
pi
number of tops
(4)
where a hit is a well predicted document.
4. THE HYBRID BOOK RECOMMENDER
This section describes the LitRec data set and discuss our
findings. Our hybrid book recommender (HBR) algorithm,
outlined in Figure 1, is divided in three phases: the training
or similarity matrix calculation, prediction, and aggregation
phases.
4.1 LitRec data set
LitRec is a literary data set built for recommendation
purposes. It combines documents from Project Gutenberg5
2http://www.gnooks.com/
3http://www.similarauthors.com/
4http://booklamp.org/
5http://www.gutenberg.org/
with ratings from Goodreads.
LitRec contains 38,591 ratings from 1,927 users and 3,710
documents. The data set also contains book authors (1,627
different authors), the user location (1,029 different loca-
tions), the review date, and document content. The review
date was used to sort and divide ratings in a train-test set
of 90%-10%.
4.2 Similarity matrix calculation
The HBR represents books as an N-dimensional vector
of users where components contain the rating given by the
user to the book. Ratings are integers in the 1 to 5 scale.
Authors are represented as an N-dimensional vector of users
where components contain the average of the ratings given
by the user to the books written by the author.
The HBR generates book and author similarity matrices
using book and author vectors and a similarity function. We
made experiments using the cosine, the inverted Euclidean
distance (Equation 5), and co-occurrences.
ieuc(~u,~v) =
1√
(u1 − v1)2 + ...+ (un − vn)2
(5)
Co-occurrences between book bi and bj are calculated by
adding one to celli,j of the book × book similarity matrix
every time bi and bj are preferred by the same user. Co-
occurrences between authors follow the same approach.
We also experimented using the cosine and Euclidean dis-
tance with 2nd-order vectors of co-occurrences [6]. 2nd-
order vectors represent items as an N-dimensional vector of
items where each component contains the number of times
the items co-occur.
4.3 ICF prediction
Book and author rank vectors (RV) (Figure 1) are gener-
ated by the predictor using the similarity matrices and the
active user6 (AU) preference vector. To generate the book
RV, the predictor selects the book × book matrix columns
corresponding to the user’s favorite books.
To calculate the author RV, the predictor counts the num-
ber of books that the AU preferred from each author. Then,
it selects the author×author matrix columns corresponding
to the user’s favorite authors.
The retrieved columns are aggregated using RRFscore
(Equation 1) and CFPAscore (Equation 2). The main dif-
ference between the two scores is that CFPAscore weights
the item columns with the user rating.
The evaluation results using the MRR statistic are shown
in Figure 2. Evaluation shows that, for the LitRec data
set, our algorithm produces better RV using co-occurrence
matrices. However, author RV are more sensitive to user
ratings than book RV.
As Figure 2 outlines, the best book predictions were achieved
with co-occurrence matrix and RRFscore aggregation, whereas,
the best author predictions were achieved with co-occurrence
matrix and CFPAscore aggregation.
Compared to other data sets used for recommendation re-
search, e.g., the Movilens7 data set, the number of ratings
is much smaller. This generates very sparse rating matri-
ces, leading to the poor performance of geometric similarity
6The active user is the user for which recommendations are
being generated.
7http://www.movielens.org
Figure 2: Book (top) and author (bottom) MRR
comparing different similarity measures.
measures (cosine similarity and euclidean distance). In the
remaining experiments, we used co-occurrence matrices to
generate predictions.
4.4 Author vector expansion
After finding the authors similar to the AU favorite au-
thors, the HBR expands the author RV to a book RV. The
algorithm fills a book RV, assigning to each book its author
rank weighted by the book popularity. Book popularity is
measured by their frequency in the data set.
Experiments have shown that if the number of books per
author is not restricted, the final book RV will be saturated
by the authors with more books, leading to worse predic-
tions. This led us to experiment with several book limits.
The evolution of results is depicted in figure 3. As shown in
the graphic, predictions improve when the book limit varies
from 1 to 4 and decreases after 4 for both aggregation func-
tions. The maximum number of books per author, for the
LitRec data set, is 4. From here on we will a maximum of 4
books per author.
4.5 Aggregating book ranks
Both book RV obtained in the prediction step are finally
aggregated. The Aggregation Function consolidates the book
RVs into one single vector using the WAMscore (Equation 3).
Then, we sort the final book vector, placing the most simi-
lar books at the top of the list. Finally, we select the top-n
books with higher ranks, producing the top-n book list for
the AU.
We varied the α parameter between 0 and 1 in order to
assess the importance of the author in final recommenda-
tions and if final recommendations can be improved using
Figure 3: Limit on book number per author evolu-
tion.
Figure 4: Hybrid book recommendation algorithm
MRR for all combinations of author-book score ag-
gregation. In the legend, the first aggregation score
corresponds to the author and the second corre-
sponds to the book.
the author. The evolution of results is shown in figure 4.
As shown in the graphic, the algorithm yields the best
predictions when ranks have the combination of 10% author
and 90% book. This means that the book information is
much more important than the author information to pre-
dict the books that the user will like, but the author can
contribute to improve the prediction.
The graphic also outlines the evolution of all combinations
of score aggregations. As expected from results obtained in
the previous experiments, when author predictions use CF-
PAscore and books predictions use RRFscore, overall results
are better. However, at the 10%-90% author-book combina-
tion the RRFscore-RRFscore combination can achieve the
same results.
5. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
In this paper we describe a hybrid book recommendation
algorithm. The HBR combines two ICF algorithms that
predict the books and authors the user likes. Author pre-
dictions are expanded in to a book list that is subsequently
aggregated with the former book list. Finally, the resulting
book list is sorted to yield the top-n book recommendations.
The HBR was tested in the LitRec data set. LitRec data
set has properties and limitations that can be found in a
public library. This makes it suitable to study library sce-
narios and work out solutions that can be later adapted on
a real public library.
The first of the initial goals was testing if ICF is suitable
to predict books that the user will like in the LitRec condi-
tions. Experiments led us to conclude that, the common ICF
approaches yield poor predictions. When the algorithm uses
co-occurrence matrices the first interesting books are placed
near the third position in the book top-n. The second goal
was to assess if book prediction by author selection can be
used to improve overall predictions. Experiments in LitRec
have shown that overall predictions can be improved using
author prediction. However, a maximum number of books
per author must be established, otherwise authors with more
books will suffocate less productive authors, yielding one-
author book top-n predictions. The maximum number for
LitRec was set to 4.
We also observed that weighting the output of the both
ICF algorithms differently achieve better predictions. For
the LitRec data set, the contribution of choosing books by
author must be smaller than book co-occurrences, i.e, book
popularity. These will require experiments with a more ex-
tended combination of weights for further study.
This paper describes exploratory work in LitRec data set
that open a path for further research. We intend to con-
tinue exploring LitRec. We will try to assess if book choice
is related to content, user location, and the month in the
book read date. Finally, the use of feature augmentation
and dimensionality reduction techniques like singular value
decomposition or principal component analysis will also be
considered.
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